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Y Ou are v'ery ver~ lucr-·j! peo 
You came all the way aown t e ~~ 

track, lived. all1those years, did 
all those stupid .things, ,,and you 

wind up with a chance out. 
That chq,nce .is as gqod as you 

can 'audif It' S · not a bit better.,, ; 
' 



L RON HUBBARD 

An Overview of the 
AMERICAN 
Saint Hil Specio 
Briefing Course 

"The Auditor is on a broader 
career than merely . being a 
capable individual. · A slightly 
trained auditor is superior to 
"homo sapiens." LRH 
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The Saint Hill Special Briefing Course began 
its climb in April.of 1961. Its purpose was to put 
the finishing touches to the already able auditors 
throughout the world. That Scientology worked 
was a long-established fact. That it was going to 
grow rapidly was equally obvious, and it was 
realized that unless adequate provision was made 
for training top-class auditors and instructors, 
serious difficulties could arise in the future. 

Prior to the commencement of the Saint Hill 
Course, L. Ron Hubbard had made personal visits 
to the various Central Orgs and had been 
conducting the Advanced Clinical Courses two or 
three times a year. These courses were known as 
"unit courses," which means they were for a 
specific period (six weeks). Students attended from 
beginning to end and progressed through them 
together. Ron taught the latest developments in 
his own inimitable, dynamic style. He was able to 
observe the way in which his material was carried 
out and to put right any snags or difficulties that 
arose. He could keep a close watch on the 
instruction to see for himself what weak points 
would need to be overcome when the material was 
taught later in the Academies throughout the 
world. 

Advanced Clinical Courses (ACCs) were 
always well attended and very successful. Each day 
Ron would lecture to the students for one hour. All 
lectures were tape recorded and are today used by 
Saint Hill Special Briefing Course students as one 
of the many vital and rewarding parts of the 
incredible course. 

There was one drawback in connection with 
the ACCs, however. Because the rate of learning 
varied from one student to another, there existed a 
fairly wide divergence of success among them. It 
must have been quite a problem whether to set the 
pace of the course to that of the fastest or slowest 
student, or if and where to strike a happy medium. 

Ron decided that it would be nearer optimum 
if each student had more individual instruction 
and was able to work at his own pace. In this way 
he could make sure that the student was learning 
all the time and, furthermore, find out why any 
particular student was going slowly. He had 
already taught one ACC at Saint Hill - so it was 
possible to have students there, and the idea of a 
continuous course was feasible. 

So the Saint Hill Special Briefing Course was 
put into effect. The first seven years of the course, 
Ron taught hundreds to audit Scientology in the 
true tradition of a "Saint-Hiller." During. that 
time he gave many fascinating lectures, all of 
which were superbly recorded. He wrote 
Technical Bulletins which lay out in writing what 
he personally taught on the Saint Hill Special 
Briefing Course. He wrote dozens of books which 

approached the subject matter on yet another 
point of view. He researched and developed the E
Meter and its use. All these things and more Ron 
did in the first seven years of his Saint Hill Special 
Briefing Course. 

Today, this precious technical material is 
studied on the Saint Hill Special Briefing Course. 
Highly trained supervisors ruthlessly follow the 
rule that all of Ron's material is duplicated 
exactly. They do not add or delete from the course 
in any way, but only point out to the student what 
tape or bulletin of Ron's has the answer to his 
question. 

"ASHO" or The American Saint Hill 
Organization, is the American counterpart ~f 
Saint Hill in East Grinstead, Sussex, England. 
Located in Los Angeles, California, ASHO was 
established in 1968. Until that time, many Scien
tologists in the U.S. and Canada had been waiting 
hopefully for Saint Hill services to be made 
available in the U.S. 

· "Saint Hillers" are being produced in ever
increasing quantities at ASHO. The top-notch 
auditors that emerge from the Briefing Course not 
only have data which they can use in an auditing 
session, but graduate with a broad understanding 
of life itself. The data is applied daily in·all walks 
of life and with innumerous successes. 

The Saint Hill Special Briefing Course. It is 
here today at ASHO, thriving and expanding. 
Such an integral part of life because it contains so 
many of the answers to life's questions, the Saint 
Hill Special Briefing Course is a must for any and 
all Scientologists. 

The key to handling your life and the lives of 
others is the Saint Hill Special Course. ST ART! 

"The trained 
Scientologist is today's 
cause point in an 
embattled world." 

LRH 
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A 
Broader 
View of 
Life 

by 

A good auditor, skilled, doing his 
work well, accomplishing his mission; 
finds himself in the peculiarpositiori of 
being at the_cause point over an awful 
lot of people. Things don't baffle. him 
anymore. He is totally aware of the fact 
that he can somehow or other poise 
himself through almost anything. He 
has ~ wider, broader view _of life and 
people than any person, regardless· of 
state of case, who is not an auditor: 

A fully trained Scientologist is in a 
far better position to understand than a 
partly trained one. For a Scientologist 
who really knows is able uot only to 
retain confidence in himself and what 
he can do; but also can understand why 
others do what they do and, so 
knowing, does not become baffled or 
dismayed by small defeats. 

HANDLING LIFE 
As you begin your training, you 

will .. find · your life becoming inore 
orderly and your environment easier to 
handle: 

It is proven that a person who is 
technically trained in Scientology is 
much rriore able to handle work and 
personnel than an untrained 
individual. How can people handle life 
if they have no expert knowledge of 
how to handle life? A housewife who 

L. Ron Hubbard 
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"Training is definitely, definitely, definitely a 
part of the route to OT. Definitely. This is 

something that is not 'nice' to be a part of. This 
is something that is a vital part of becoming 

does not have professional level skill in 
Scientology could not expect to run a 
wholly successful family or keep order 
in her neighborhool and keep her 
family well. A factory foreman could 
not possibly handle his crews with full 
effectiveness without training in 
Scientology skills. The personal 
assistant to a corporation executive 
could not do a fully effective job 
without being a trained Scientologist. 
A corporation president without a 
Scientology certificate will someday 
fail. 

If you think that a trained 
Scientologist is someone who ONLY 
audits then you have a very limited 

OT." 
LRH 

view of Scientology. The trained 
Scientologist IS today's cause point in 
an embattled world. The factories, the 
marts of trade, the homes, the 
neighborhoods, these are the places we 
want trained Scientologists applying 
Scientology technology. 

The auditor is somebody who is 
three feet in back of society's head and 
he does things and makes things 
effective in the least likely times and 
places. 

(Taken from the LRH article "The 
Product of Training") 
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The American Saint H' 
Specia Briefing Course 
He ps You Survive in Life 

High above all the massive confusion which besets Man in his quest 
for an understanding of Life is the American Saint Hill Special Briefing 
Course Student. Daily he expands his view of Life and comes closer to 
the all-knowing Being he once was. 

"I confront the cycles in my environment. I get a lot more accom 
plished. I understand what makes people act the way they do and con
trol them better ." Mary Hamaji, mother and student has the distinction 
of being on the course which helps people to "understand Life itself," 
as she puts it . The American Saint Hill Special Briefing Course . It's 
time you were here too. 

How many times have the questions of Life burned inside of you, 
and upon reaching a peak of understanding, much like an overview 
from a mountain top on a clear day, your thoughts are light and the 
mystery lifts? Knowledge gained on the Briefing Course - knowledge 
of Life - can give you this view continuously. Come look closer at 
what other ASHO Briefing Course students have to say. 

"The data recorded on the SHSBC spells out Life and puts one in 
a position to go 'A to B' in Life . 

"It's extended my obnosis of people many times over." Curtis Jones 
is an artist . He is now able to apply the data he has learned on the 
SHSBC in his relationships to people, and with his art and is "at cause 
over the effects created by others" and hiinself . 

Imagine what it can do for you! It's not easy to reach the point 
where your dreams become reality, especially for an artist. There are 
so many experiences an artist wants to share and have duplicated so 
that others will expand into the dreams he feels. But how can this be 
accomplished when there are so many people caught up in the con
fusion of Life, uneducated in its intricacies? The way you do this is 
to get yourself on the American Saint Hill Special Briefing Course. 
Curtis Jones is doing it by applying the data he has learned on the 
SHSBC. It is time you were at ASHO. 

"I'm just a lot more able and confident as a result of knowing the 
Tech," says Chel Wadhams . "The Briefing Course gives you the cer
tainty and confidence to use the Tech outside of the auditing room . 
As a result, you can create remarkable changes with the people and 
things you come in contact with." 

As a Course Supervisor Chel has seen miraculous changes in her 
students simply as a result of the data she has applied from the Ameri
can Saint Hill Special Briefing Course. And also remarks with enthu
siasm : 'On my second Dynamic with my husband and child - I am 
certain of the Tech so I don't O&A with using it to keep the family 
ethics in on our family unit . This helps to maintain our goals and pur
poses and our high ARC level." 

And another housewife and mother, Laura Case puts it this way: 
''If you know how things work then you can do something to change 
the things that aren't going well in your area. By taking responsibility 
for all the Dynamics, one has a good chance for survival for all. On the 
$HSBC you get the data about Life in a wonderful gradient and you 
expand more and more with the data you acquire ." 

Continued on page 16 
Mary K. Hamaji , £rom San Francisco, on Level V of the Briefing Course enjoy s successful gardening 
that help s feed the family. 
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Curlis Jones, from Los Angdn, Part I of the BC, Clear #4,719 is Artist using his 
new knowledge to creatt . 

David Regan , an author from Minniapolis is on Part V of 1he Briefing Course; has 
had NED for OT 's audi1ing and find s 1hat with the BC Tech he is better able to 
write his many nov els. 

"The moment a person starts 
training, he's already walking a 

track which is higher than the track 

In 1he CourR room of the BC, students get 1he data needed to help them survive in life . 

to Clear." LRH 

Chel Wadhams , from Fre sno , OT IV, Part 5 of 1he BC, housewife and mother 
(expecting delivery of her second) is also a Course Supervi sor at The Hollywood 
Mission . " The data on th e BC teaches you how to handle situation s on all 
Dynamics. You create nmarkable change s with people and things you come in 
contact with. " 
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"Right now, it's 
right to keep your 
eye on that first 
dynamic ( survival 
for self) and get 
Clear. You should. 
But get trained on 
the way." 

LRH 

Continued from pa9e 14 
Buy the Briefing Course now and watch this expansion in 

yourself! 
What happens to you when you are confronted with difficul

ties? Without a full understanding of the workings of " difficul
ties" you can spin-in. However, as a Briefing Course student you 
easily rise above "difficulties" because the American Saint Hill 
Special Briefing Course helps you survive in Life , particularly on 
the First Dynamic. Because, as David Regan tells us: "It gives 
you a full understanding, when faced with difficulties. When 
one has the data on Life, one can cheerfully persist through and 
beyond any barrier . The only comple'te barrier, on any Dynamic, 
is blankness or ignorance about what one is dealing with. 

"A greater realization that Life is a game - knowing the 
mechanics of the game allows me to really confront the barriers . 
When I run into a stop I see the nature of it and understand how 
to handle it." This has without doubt been a tremendous boost 
in David's writing with three works about to be published. 

I 
"A fully trained Scientc 

I 

position to understand ; 
For a Scientologist wh~ 
only to retain confidenci 
do, but also can underst£ 
do and, so knowing, do 
dismayed by small defe, 

Start The Briefing Course and gain causative strength daily. 
"I had a remarkable case change for the bett e r and I am 

able to be more cause over Life." explains Hal Gerbis, Book
seller and father of three . "I can not imagine a happy success
ful Being without the data of the Briefing Course. The data 
ensures that Life makes sense for the first time. I feel as if I am 
now a literate being and can choose my way . ' 

Gain knowledge, responsibility and the control t o choose your 
own way . It's the goal of Thetans for as long as can be remem
bered. Achieve it daily on The American Saint Hill Special 
Briefing Course. 

Real Estate Salesman , Bill Baikle, has experi enced direct 
beneficial effects from the Briefing Course in his work . A valuable 
way in which he employs the data of the SHSBC to help him 
survive in life is with "TR's" and being able to hold a position 
in space . This in turn helps sales. 

"If you know the data on the Briefing Course, even if you 
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. . 
"Getting to be an 
excellent auditor 
is a must if one 
merely wishes to 
survive." 

LRH 

BC students at ASHO during a lunch break enjoy voll ey ball, and yet att 
always rtady to usily confront a non-optimum situati on and handle it 
withou1 becoming ba£fled. 

,gist zs zn a far better 
an a partly trained one. 
r:ally knows is able not 
i himself and what he can 
i why others do what they 
not become baffled or ,, 

LRH 
partially apply it, you can't help but be very sane. Also as an 
auditor you know where the other person is at, and can be cause 
in any situation and not effect," Bill explains . 

Expand your abilities and viewpoint and control in life. 
Enrol on the American Saint Hill Special Briefing Course today! 

David Thomas, restaurant worker and tool manufacturer, 
doesn't limit his use of the , tech, either . "It doesn't matter if 
I'm working on a job, handling a situation with my wife, audit
ing, or what have you . But what does matter is that I know and 
can apply the basics of Scientology to these situations . The 
question is what way? Well, I apply it in all ways. There comes 
a point of familiarity with the tech to a point of a working under
standing or judgement where one needn't think for a long while 
on what to do in life but just see (observe) the situation and 
thence handle appropriately. Honest, that's what the Briefing 
Course is about." 

Get the certainty and enthusiasm which is in abundance when 

Briefing Course students talk about how they use the tech from 
the Briefing Course to help them survive in Life. For example, 
Marjorie Bridges from San Antonio, Texas exclaims: "The SHSBC 
is like an enormous mine of valuable data!" "The data that 

• applies to auditing also applies to life . It's very pleasant to be 
comfortable in all circumstances!" 

And Jeanie Diana Chromoy reports emphatically, "To me, the 
SHSBC is one of the most wonderfol events ·to occur . It's a kind 
of incident that you just don't want to end. I could do it over and 

· over and over again and still want to do it more. Actually, grad
uating from the course is the hard part. I know that the know
ledge I have gained will be with me always. I treasure the 
moments of first hearing this or that on tape, of listeni_ng to Ron. 
In my life I am much more willing to take responsibility and 
with ARC, more able to duplicate Ron's viewpoint and to act 
with judgement . I can go into an area, view something and have 
the ability to know and do something about it." 

Continued on page 20 
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Bill Baikl e, from Briti sh Columbia, Canada , Clea r #10,2 15, on Part V, a Ru) Estate and 
furniture salesman, uses the Tech to help sa les, making references as well to LRH 
Admin Ttch. 

Laura c.ase, of North Hollywood ,o n Part 1 of the BC, Clear#l2,648, a hou sewife and mother 
finds she is " more responsibl e in life." wi1h the T ech from the Briefing Course, and enjoys 
her son more . 

"If you think that a trained 
Scientologist is someone who only 
audits then you have a very limited 
view of Scientology." L,RH 

Hal Gerbis, from Los Angele s, Clear #8,829, on parl VI of the BC, a Book Seller 
remarks lha1 " lif e makes sense for the first time!" 
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Jeanie Dian a Chr omoy, from New York , OT HIX on 1heS R BC, Level6 keeps an extremely bu sy schedule.She works as 
a Word Pro cessor for a Law Fi rm ; rises ea rl y for long distan ce running daily ; is th e Registrar for the Auditor' s 
Associati on help ing Fie ld Audit ors C lea r the Field; AND is creati\le ly engaged in an Ar t Proj ect o ( painting on glass 
slid es whi ch she ca n project int o beautiful wall co \lering s. "U it weren ' t for 1he Briefing Course I'd never be abl e to 
con front doing a ll 1ha1 I do!" 

Da\lid Thomas, from San Diego , on Parl V of the BC, OT JJIX , docs Restaura nt work,a nd is 
in\lol\l ed with too l manu£ac1uring. Throughout all hi s workingsitualions: " I know and can 
app ly th e basics of Scien tology 10 th ese sit ua tions ." 

Marjorir- Bridges , from San Antonio , Texas , on Part V of th r- American Saint H ill Special 
Briefing Co urse, C lea r #16,255, excla im s, " It 's \/try pleasant to be -comfortabl e in almost all 
ci rcums tances." 
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American Saint Hill Sp«:ial Briefing Course Stud ents enjoy crea1il 

The data from the 'Briefing Counc is invaluable to an individual' s expansion in li£e across all the dynamics . 

Continued from page 17 

Be the Saint Hill Special Briefing Course graduate, at the top 
of the mountain of understanding, expanding all your ideas and 
dreams of living happily. Have that broad, clear, comprehensive 
view of the entire area we call Life . Act without reservation and 
confusion. 

"The wins I've had on the Briefing Course are greater and 
more numerous than on any previous Scientology course . My case 
has smoothed out and stabilized; Life has fun my steries for me 
now; my conditions across the Dynamics are higher; and I have 
no back-off whatsoever on assuming complete responsibility for 
disenturbulating Life thru the Tech," describes Jam es La Guardia . 
"For the first time in many long, frustrating eons I can do it - I 
can effectively, consistently unravel a mucked up Thetan, not 
only in session, but in Life, too. 

Marian McPhee tells us: "It gives you a stable base of know
ledge and certainty from which to operate arid give help and 
moves you much higher along the road to wisdom and pan 
determinism ." 

"I use it constantly in observing and handling people - from 
preclears in session to a visit home , to the lady in front of me in 
the grocery line. I understand so much more. I can see what.to 
do or not to do or the errors I made and need to correct to bring 
myself to a better Life." 

L. Ron Hubbard's original hope for mankind can be realized 
for you. Make the American Saint Hill Special Briefing Course 
your next step towards higher survival in Life. DO IT NOW! 

"Almost anything you can 
think of in terms of man's 
associations and activities 
could be bettered by an 
Auditor." 

LRH 
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Marian McPhet, from Dansville, Michigan, on Level 5 of the BC, OT IIIX , Field Auditor, says "The SHSBC 
gives you a stable base of knowledge and certainty from which to operate ." 

The data you have as a Briefing (;oune Studt'.nt contains the secnt of 
the Theta and Mest universes . Knowing it helps you have control in 
life iind higher survival potential. 

James La Guardia , guitarist and band leader , despite a full time schedule of performances isal50 
able to be a £ull time Briefing Course student . " My case has smoothed out and stablittd; l~fe has 
£ewer mysteries for me now; my conditions across all the Dynamics an higher." This in turn 
makes confronting the music business a brttu. 
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FACTS ABOUT 
AMERICAN SAINT HILL 

SPECIAL BRIEFING COURSE 
TRAINING: COURSE 

Saint Hill Special 
Briefing Course 

Senior Briefing Course 

REQUIREMENT 

Student Hat, HSDC or NED, Class IV 
(Class IV omitted for Clears and above) 

Class V 

APPLICATION: Send to Advanced Scheduling Registrar, ASHO Day, 1413 N. Berendo; Los 
Angeles, California 90027. 

TRANSPORTATION: Enquire at your local travel agencies and airline companies. Los Angeles does have 
a Bus System which provides easy access to locations throughout the city. 

WEATHER: Pleasant in Spring, Summer and Autumn, mild in Winter. 

WHAT TO BRING: Clothing to suit the time of year. Bring your E-Meter or buy a second one from 
your Bookstore Officer at ASHO. 

ACCOMMODATIONS: Manor Hotel for Scieritologists. (Rates will be provided) 

FACILITIES: 

SCHEDULE: 

ASHO is located in a beautiful, quiet neighborhood. There is plenty of nearby 
housing available to you. Movie houses, golf courses, tennis courts, horseback 
riding, Griffith Observatory, Los Angeles City Zoo, many fine restaurants, night 
clubs and dancing are all within ten minutes of ASHO. 

9 ani to 6 pm Monday through Friday. 

CERTIFICATES: COURSE CERTIFICATE 
AWARDED 

DONATIONS: 

Saint Hill. Special Briefing Course 
Senior Briefing Course 

Hubbard Validated Auditor - Class V 
Hubbard Senior Scientologist - Class VI 

Call or Write the Registrar at ASHO Day, and he will .go over how your present 
training level will effect your donation rates. Write to: The Church of Sciento
logy of California, ASHO Day, 1413 N. Berendo St., Los Angeles, CA: 90029 
or call (213) 660-5553. 
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